
Vehicle Cable FLRY FLRY-Type A (FLK-R) / -Type B (FLK-D)
 

 

PropertiesCable structureTechnical data
Bare copper conductor, soft annealed
electrolytic copper E-Cu58 F21 according
to DIN 40500 part 4 (the mechanical
requirements valid for unprocessing single
wires)

Special PVC core insulation Oil and fuel resistant as per
DIN ISO 6722 part 2Temperature stability

(3000 h) -40°C to +105°C Special characteristics
Place and weight saving by using the
reduced insulation wall thickness.

Nominal voltage up to 24 V
Test voltage
1 kV (effective value) Stranded copper conductor bare,

conductor make-up as per DIN 72551
Type A: Conductor make-up symmetrical
Type B: Conductor make-up
unsymmetrical

Requirements and tests
As per DIN 72551 part 5Breakdown voltage

5 kV (effective value)  
NoteSpecific volume resistance

min. 109 Ohm · mm Indication for order
Please mention the core colour and colour
combination clearly to your order,
because a re-acceptance of false ordered
articles is impossible.

Core insualtion of special PVCType A = Conductor make-up symmetrical
(1+6+12), number of single wires are odd
number; a single wire laying at the centre
of the cross-section.

Minimum quantities
Per cross-section and colour combination:
2-colour
0,5 to 2,5 mm² = 3 km
4,0 to 25 mm² = 1 km
3-colour
0,5 to 2,5 mm² = 5 km
4,0 to 25 mm² = 3 km
Remaining cross-sections on request.
AWG sizes are approximate equivalent
values. The actual cross-section is in mm².

 

Application
PVC insulated single core cables are used for vehicle constructions.
 

FLRY - Type A (FLK-R)
OGGNPKYEVTGYWHRDBNBUBKWeight

app. kg / km
Cop.
weight
kg / km

Outer Ø
min. - max.

Cross-
sec.
mm²

2848728489284922849328490284942848528491284882848628484Part no.
-----------4,53,41,2 - 1,30,35
2849828500285032850428501285052849628502284992849728495Part no.
-----------6,64,81,4 - 1,60,5

 

FLRY - Type B (FLK-D)
OGGNPKYEVTGYWHRDBNBUBKWeight

app. kg / km
Cop.
weight
kg / km

Outer Ø
min. - max.

Cross-
sec.
mm²

2850928511285142851528512285162850728513285102850828506Part no.
-----------9,07,21,7 - 1,90,75
2852028522285252852628523285272851828524285212851928517Part no.
-----------11,09,61,9 - 2,11
2853128533285362853728534285382852928535285322853028528Part no.
-----------16,014,42,2 - 2,41,5
2854228544285472854828545285492854028546285432854128539Part no.
-----------26,024,02,7 - 3,02,5
2855328555285582855928556285602855128557285542855228550Part no.
-----------42,038,03,4 - 3,74
2856428566285692857028567285712856228568285652856328561Part no.
-------5/0---61,058,04,0 - 4,36

 

 

Dimensions and specifications may be changed without prior notice. (RK01)
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